It's time to break away from the tech-house stigma and get back to the roots of what made this music
exciting. W. A. Production puts that ripping groove and energetic soul back into tech-house with Fishy
Tech House.

Loaded with over 3GB of audio samples, ones hits and presets, on top of 5 construction kits, as well as
our custom presets for Serum and Sylenth1.

Choose any of the 5 construction kits to deconstruct a completed track and piece it together with your
way. Slice it, dice it, mix and manipulate. We've left plenty of headroom for you to apply your own
effects as well. Want to add an element that is not in the kit? No problem. Choose from the additional
included audio samples such as bass sounds ranging from smooth rolling to slap funk, loop patterns,
short stabs and one notes with perfect sustain. We've also got percussive loops, ambiance fillers, plucks,
and effects as well as melodic leads and other elements to wind up, wind down and get lost in the
sound.

We are delivering that original tech house sound. Meaningful melody, punchy drums, dark effects, with
a hint of punky techno attitude. This pack will provide the fuel you need to keep those engines pumping
and get that party started right.

Fishy Tech House from W. A. Production is loaded with top-quality audio samples created by producers
who are immersed in the electronic music scene. Utilizing the finest technology alongside the most
relevant sound design techniques, we know you are going to love the innovation, direction, style, and
crystal clarity of our sounds.

This pack is inspired by such artists as Fisher, CamelPhat, Green Velvet, Eli Brown, Den of Snakes and
more.

Product details:
5 Construction Kits (+ MIDI & Presets);
33 Melody Loops (+ MIDI);
53 Synth Shots;
25 Serum Presets;
25 Sylenth1 Presets;
80 Drum Sounds & Loops;
20 FX;

100% Royalty-Free.

Compatibility with any DAW that imports WAV audio samples.

Synth Presets Compatibility:
Please Use Serum Version 1.28b6 Or Higher;
Compatible With Sylenth 2.21Beta & Version 3.0.5 Or Higher.

